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MaineDOT Interagency Meeting
November 8, 2011
Present: Devin Anderson, Richard Bostwick, Russ Charette, Brad Foley, David Gardner, Judy
Gates, Chip Getchell, Eric Hamm, Mark Lickus, John Manzer, Ernie Martin, Josh Nichols, John
Perry, Rhonda Poirier, Scott Rollins, Laurie Rowe, Herb Thomson, Deane VanDusen and Jackie
Guimond from MaineDOT; Mark Hasselmann from FHWA; Jay Clement from US Army Corps
of Engineers; Wende Mahoney from US Fisheries & Wildlife Services; Lisa St.Hilaire from
Department of Conservation; Jim Beyer, Mark Kern, Mike Mullen and Marybeth Richardson
from Department of Environmental Protection; Steve Walker from Department of Inland
Fisheries & Wildlife; Norman Dube from Department of Marine Resources.
•

Aroostook County Transportation Study – Presque Isle Bypass presented by Mark
Hasselmann
Russ Charette and Mark Hasselmann have been working on revising Section 4(f) determination for the Presque Isle Bypass at the request of the ACOE. It is becoming apparent that we
must correct a portion of the Administrative Record on March 10 – deminius finding in Final
Design is incorrect; we need to complete Section 4(f) under NEPA umbrella, which will be
included as part of the ROD. MaineDOT conducted a reassessment of historic resources area
potentially affected. The October 11 sign-off of determinations of eligibility and affect with
MHPC is current and includes archeology. The letter should be completed late this week or
early next week.

•

Bridge Scour presented by Eric Ham
(taken out of order) Chip Getchell: MaineDOT has 246 scour critical bridges that within the
next ten years MaineDOT will need to make a decision to replace or to wait. This is a major
program emphasis - ten to twenty per year.
Bridge scour issues – screening for Section 7 Fisheries Purpose. How to proceed with the
construction application to the biological assessment itself, explain calculations/placement of
riprap into rivers. Looking at constructability at mid-river piers, getting to those piers - we
will need equipment into the river or wet road, depth of water around the piers - how do we
evacuate the fish from there. How do we proceed?
Piers with a water depth 3′ or less can be blocked off and evacuate fish through methods of
netting. The average will be 5′ – 7′ depths – is it necessary to totally dewater or other process
to get the fish out? Some piers could be in water up to 20′ deep.
Richard Bostwick: How deep can you net? Eric: Reliably, we would need to develop a net
system to drag 5′ - 7′ deep (it would be a pretty heavy net) – might be able to get some fish.
Wet road to access a pier – we could get fish out of the way in shallow areas; but in deeper
parts, how do we get fish out of the way or block them off in water 15′ deep?

John Perry: In a nut shell – we have a dozen or more bridges this year that need scour
protection – do not want to run into more issues like Carrabassett Valley. There could be
adults present in 20′ of water mid-channel. Anything around 3′ deep, we typically would
install coffer dams and dump riprap. What can we do to minimize take, particularly sites
with adults present? We can slide the work window early in the spring and late fall, cannot
do it when there is ice in the river.
Devin Anderson: Our most recent wet roads use was in Damariscotta when we took out the
dam. We accessed from one side, one point – built wet road across channel, put small
culverts bridging across to allow fish passage. We cleaned down the grease and lubricating
materials, replaced them with vegetable oil and ran the equipment in the water. Another
project (Tukey’s Bridge in Portland) different than riprap use, cable connected concrete
matts. (Jay Clement mentioned this option was used on the bridge between Bucksport and
Verona Island on the Frankfort side.) This process requires divers – geotextile fabric shot to
the bottom of the river. One advantage is we’re not filling in as much of the stream. These
are good alternatives if acceptable to the Agencies.
Wende Mahoney: How do matts get placed? Jim Beyer: Crane sits on the deck. Devin
Anderson: We need to get under the bridge, either by barge or wet road. Jay Clement: What
about grout bags? Devin: Grout bags are used under the pier to recover piles exposed
creating new material and then capping with protective matts 25′ in all directions. The matts
are typically 14′ wide by 16′ long with small spaces, connected with stainless steel cable and
geotextile in the bottom. Each matt is connected with a compressed device (C-clamp or
something similar) to attach the loops. Jay Clement: Looks like a waffle pattern.
Jay Clement: Are you trying to avoid Section 7? Eric Hamm: No – jurisdictional fill will
need to go through the process. If we propose wet roads with riprap without cofferdams –
our original methods – would that be enough to minimize taking. Judy Gates: We are
looking for the answer; do not want to guess avoid/minimize affects to extent possible. We
would rather know up front what technical abilities are available to have as little impact
possible and protect our structures so that they do not fail. We are trying to be pro-active by
you telling us how to do it.
Wende Mahoney: No one size fits all. We need to look at each situation individually and
collectively figure out how to minimize it. There is no way around doing project by project
and maybe at some point get to a comfort level. Judy Gates: The scope of work is generally
the same. Are we going to have to build cofferdams to effectively dewater and get the fish
out of the river in really deep water sections or do our best with nets and build wet roads out?
Jay Clement: It is possible to approach this with a standard mind set. A couple things to
consider in the process – protection measures proposed to do to the bridge and how we go
about doing it. Heavy riprap/grout bag situation, is there an interim less invasive measure we
could use? Riprap being the worse case scenario. Temporary trestle equipment in the water/
fill for wet road – wet road would be the last option. Nets – the aquaculture industry put nets
down 20+’ deep in fast moving tidal water. What is chosen for work to be performed, is it
the only one that makes sense for the condition at that site? Judy Gates: The bridge engi-

neers have devised what is the best infrastructure fix for these projects to extend its life span
and be as safe as possible. Jay Clement: The application must stand alone; you need to
demonstrate each and every case.
Eric Hamm: We can try to exclude fish with a deep netting system – drag through to avoid,
minimize and take. We can schedule the work to avoid presence of adults as much as
possible. We can deploy two nets, keep the exterior one as permanent barrier and interior as
pursing.
Jim Beyer: Is there any way to move fish out before placing the nets? Eric Hamm: Rocks
are on the bottom, you will be missing allot of them. Jay Clement: BIW used bubble
curtains to exclude the fish to an area in the Kennebec River. Eric Hamm: What did they
use to get them out? Judy Gates: They started from the middle at the pipe and pumped it
out. They also used nets. Eric Hamm: One of these projects will be in tidal water. The
others are far enough up river.
Jay Clement: In closure to get to Judy’s point, it is possible to get to a standard protocol. To
echo what Wende Mahoney says, despite protocols it will need to be case by case basis –
adults/juveniles, it will be different.
•

Ellsworth, Route 180 presented by David Gardner
First, let’s talk about vernal pools in general. We’ve put together a list of questions.
David’s goal, being responsible for putting applications together and to Jay, is to be very
clear on what is jurisdictional. How do we delineate vernal pools, calculate impacts,
terrestrial habitats and mitigation. David, for MaineDOT purpose, put a matrix together
regarding vernal pools, COE and DEP. David will forward the final draft to the Agencies for
review and make sure all are on the same page.
Definition of Vernal Pool – David Gardner: Understands COE and DEP is very similar,
except DEP regulations of significant vernal pools description in Chapter 335 is based on
number of amphibian eggs within the pool or absence of some species like shrimp.
Mark Kern: A vernal pool, also referred to as a seasonal forest pool, is a temporary to semipermanent body of water occurring in a shallow depression that typically fills during the
spring or fall and may dry during the summer. Vernal pools have no permanent inlet or
outlet and no viable populations of predatory fish. A vernal pool may provide the primary
breeding habitat for wood frogs, spotted salamanders, blue-spotted salamanders, and fairy
shrimp, as well as valuable habitat for other plants and wildlife, including several rare,
threatened, and endangered species. A vernal pool intentionally created for the purposes of
compensatory mitigation is included in this definition. For the purposes of this GP, the
presence of any of the following species in any life stage in any abundance level/quantity
would designate the waterbody as a vernal pool: fairy shrimp, blue spotted salamanders,
spotted salamanders or wood frogs. The Corps may determine during a Category 2 review
that a waterbody should not be regulated as a VP based on available evidence. For the

purposes of this GP*, the VP Management Areas are the: Vernal Pool Depression (includes
the vernal pool depression up to the spring or fall high water mark, and includes any
vegetation growing within the depression), Vernal Pool Envelope (area within 100 feet of the
BP Depression’s edge) and Critical Terrestrial Habitat (area within 100-750 feet of the
Vernal Pool Depression’s edge). [*Note: Critical Terrestrial Habitat is defined as 100-750
feet on page 243 of the document “Science and Conservation of Vernal Pools in Northeastern
North America”, Calhoun and deMaynadier, 2008, which is referenced in Appendix E, page
3, Paragraph 10(b).
Regulated
1. Why does ACOE regulate non-significant/non-natural/non-productive vernal pools?
Must look at what impacts are to those waters, material resources, Section 404 – Clean
Water Act. Amphibian habitat using area features with direct or secondary impact to
those resources decides whether mitigation is required or not. It makes no distinction
about significance that DEP uses; it was a policy decision, it does not relate to biology –
it gives predictability. ACOE does not regulate all pools, must be waters of the US.
Judy Gates: Let’s go back to the definition. Inlet and outlet – you have an area that
water flows through amphibian egg masses in natural waters of the US, is that still
regulated as pool or do other criteria/characteristic? Water draining off something with
wood frogs in there, it may not be a vernal pool – it could be wetland; in which case,
what are functions and values of wetland wildlife habitat? Amphibian use is a subset we
would have to account for and biologists would have to determine value of wetland.
Terrestrial habitat area outlet in pool aquatic resources is different cost analysis than
vernal pool.
Wende Mahoney: Not necessary. Vernal pool species for breeding still need nonbreeding surface to habitat. Regardless, they need habitat. Biologically you do according
to guidance in mitigation for DEP/ACOE lowest functions and values. Looking at
important functions and values, how do impacts of projects affect values? Is there or not
a need for mitigation? What form should it take? Amphibian habitat or vernal pool or
both – certain things going on that are important to consider – fragmentation that could
affect species. Some subjectivity that characteristics in Type D and C capture one aspect
– mitigation in lieu fee program for pools other than those that step out of the box and
say, “Is it only vernal pool impact; habitat and other aspects must be addressed some
how?”
Judy Gates: Wetland feature is not necessarily a vernal pool but may have amphibians
breeding in it. I understand biology/ecology part around surrounding habitat. From what
Jay said, it doesn’t matter whether it is a vernal pool, 750′ or 250′, any time amphibians
are present, it will end up in acquisition.
Jay Clement: Not what I said at all. The standard approach for any project is identifying
whether there is or potential for a vernal pool, productivity
for that becomes

egg mass count. With that information is there a need? Look at what is going on with
the pools
Richard Bostwick: A pool which has inlet and outlet would not be a vernal pool – not
according to ACOE definition. We need to look at habitat in terms of mitigation. Wende
Mahoney: It depends what it is being used by, i.e. wood frogs. Mark Kern: There is no
clear answer for that. Some flowing water, in use a short part of the year, pool and flow
in/out are many times very productive vernal pool in terms of egg masses. Judy Gates
would call that productive wetland but not vernal pool. Trying to decide when we have
to use vernal pool terminology vs. wetland habitat. Richard Bostwick: Not asking in
terms of amphibian biology but regulations because when we use their words, not
thinking what regulations say but what it looks like in the field. Simpler for David
doesn’t regulate vernal pools, wood frogs, breeding area – it needs a place to live, just as
important as cattail marsh or vernal pool.
DEP looks at it differently than ACOE. It doesn’t matter where it is bred, it needs
surrounding forest and habitat, mitigation applies to pond and/or vernal pool. EPA uses
egg mass as gage and surrounding stuff around is not designed habitat or part of cluster
making it more valuable than single pool.
In our analysis, we need to have conversation with agencies about productivity. First step
is identification; second is productivity and determining jurisdictional resources for the
ACOE.
Judy Gates: Natural vs. non-natural (man-made) has become confusing for us. Some
scheduled routes never produce anything, they dry up – those should be filled in because
they are traps. Some scheduled routes with schedule area, some man-made, feature year
after year it produces amphibians and they go their merry way - that is predictability.
Wende Mahoney: We must be really clear what schedule route, we are aware of that area
being productive; but would venture to guess few productive eggs that become adults
move into the woods. It very rarely happens in schedule route anomalies which should
not be considered as vernal pool projects. MaineDOT, like most applicants, want as
quick a regulatory response as possible. We do not have the luxury of spending multiple
seasons gathering data about specific pools during x or y productivity. You are asking
for quick information and a quick determination based on available information. We are
trying to be as fast as possible. If you want more detail, chances are it will be slow.
Tim Lesiege: Jackman – we found a vernal pool on open airport property; which is bad
news for airports. We try to minimize wildlife on airports. We were told that the vernal
pools were productive. We would prefer grading those out and creating new vernal pools
pushing wildlife back into the woods. Wende Mahoney: We can talk about Jackman
later on. We need to go through those questions.
2. How is the 750′ critical terrestrial habitat (non-water of the U.S.) ACOE jurisdictional?

Jay Clement: As we consider whether or not mitigation is required and consider under
NEPA and Clean Water Act direct/indirect impacts of the project are – looking at best
available science, expertise, knowledge of agency partnerships, this is where 750′ comes
in. Dealing with vernal pools have offered up guidelines utilizing 750′. We have
adopted that; Wendy as well.
Judy Gates: For purpose of mitigation, when calculate 750′ jurisdictional total or are
mitigating upland. Jay Clement: You are mitigating to the resources - impact to vernal
pools or amphibians that use the vernal pool. If you want to spread areas mitigating for
lost of uplands, do not have response for that – it has to do with guidance what is
necessary for that aquatic resource to remain viable, productive value. There are cases
where after the surrounding habitat upland and wetland used by species are altered
enough, then it requires compensation because aquatic resources itself is at risk. We are
not requiring mitigation for upland per se but impacts to aquatic resources. We are
mitigating for either the creature and its loss or use or the upland terrestrial habitat which
may be wetland and upland.
Jurisdiction
1. Based on ACOE guidance, vernal pool jurisdiction is triggered by any wetland or
waterway fill on a property. How does this work for linear highway projects? (Example
1)
Jay Clement: We covered this in general. If not affecting a vernal pool and you have no
other aquatic resources on the project, you do not claim jurisdiction as long as you do not
fill in wetlands; but as soon as you’ve triggered wetland for the project, you must …
Judy Gates: This property has no jurisdiction of wetland fill but wetland fill further down
the project, is this vernal pool then jurisdictional? Jay Clement: The project is and
forced to look at project impacts on aquatic resources. Linear project is entire project and
abutting properties.
Laurie Rowe: How far do we go to look at resources? This property specifically, if no
fill on this property from our project, is that vernal pool jurisdictional on that property?
Jay Clement: Quick answer, Yes – but would be happy to discuss on case by case basis.
If impacts are three miles away, impacts two totally different watersheds, factors come
into play to consider. Short answer would be – probably.
2. If the vernal pool depression is not on MaineDOT property, then are impacts to critical
terrestrial habitat jurisdictional? (Example1)
We do not look beyond our right-of-way. Jay Clement: And we would not ask you to.
Calculating Impacts

1. Does any fill within a jurisdictional vernal pool require the entire vernal pool critical
terrestrial habitat to be counted as being impacted? (See VP #9)
VP #9 – If we fill 30% of the vernal pool, do we have to count the entire vernal pool as
being impacted for mitigation purposes? Jay Clement: The way in-lieu-fee is structured,
direct impact vernal pool and vernal pool ??? 100′ outside being asked to mitigate for the
entire thing. Aquatic habitat – if taking ⅓ pool, you mitigate for the whole pool and part
of the whole terrestrial habitat. Marybeth Richardson: DEP reserves the ability to look at
how much direct impact despite what written in the policy. Jay Clement: The in-lieu-fee
fact sheet is the right answer.
2. Do impacts to the critical terrestrial habitat from filling a portion of the vernal pool
depression need to be counted if it intersects with the critical terrestrial habitat area of
another pool that is not being impacted? (See pool 12, 2 and 3)
Laurie Rowe: VP #12 directly impact calculating entire terrestrial habitat but DEP
significant VP not being impacted this early, that overlap is still viable. Do we have to
count that as impact? Calculating VP #3, what are losses that surround it? Jay Clement:
Accounting for impacts, VP #12 accounting area and mitigating for it. It still serves
purpose for VP terrestrial habitat, not impacting VP #3 - under 25% buffer. Laurie
Rowe: We are at 7% in mitigating for that one. Jay Clement: Habitat for the pool is
being degraded. That portion still exists – degraded by highway. No regulatory
requirement. Looking at the big picture, because of limited impact, we were not forcing
point in direction of mitigation for impacts for VP #3. We are mitigating for VP #12. It
still serves a purpose should we could overlap twice. Judy Gates: Why pay $100,000 for
this area if still functioning as terrestrial vernal pool? Jim Beyer: From DEP perspective
is VP #3 on you property is most of the buffer.
Jay Clement: What is important for VP #12 in the world, no other constraing that 250′
outwards to 750′ would be important for that pool. What is important for VP #3, the 250′
around that pool and 750′. As you are looking at these things, look at each pool – what is
important for each pool – direct impact for VP #12. VP #12 completely no flexibility to
determine mitigation is required. For VP # 3 – no.
Richard Bostwick: Not looking at the function of that area. Jay Clement: It is certainly
being degraded – you are putting a highway through there. I will not give that answer
today. Inclination is give back on VP #3 the in-lieu-fee – inclination is no but will
characterize it up the flagpole, then pursue other alternative.
Wende Mahoney: You do not have to use in-lieu-fee to mitigate work, do project
specific for mitigation. Ellsworth indicated to make area adjacent to be their future
economic development – extremely not willing for us to take their tax roles for our
compensation. Judy Gates: We are exploring other types of mitigation, in-lieu-fee least
impact to Town’s future. Wendy Mahoney: Explore other opportunity in Ellsworth.
Deane VanDusen: We did a mitigation site search for another project a couple years ago

– no vernal pool mitigation. Wende Mahoney: Contact Town Planner – some ideas you
need to follow up on.
3. Should MaineDOT count impacts to the 750′ or the 250′ critical terrestrial habitat when
determining ACOE impacts for projects other than CAT I? DEP impacts are calculated
for the 250′ critical terrestrial habitat.
Laurie Rowe: GP standards refer to 750′ to CAT I. Go CAT II – do we figure it on 250′
habitat. Jay Clement: We are looking at 750′. Agreed to honor what is in-lieu-fee
package but if you want to propose different mitigation, it will be a collaborative effort.
Compensation
1. Please verify that MaineDOT should count impacts to the 250′ critical terrestrial habitat
when determining compensatory impacts for ACOE (utilizing MaineDEP Compensation
Guidelines)?
Jay Clement: Just answered.
2. If a vernal pool is not productive, do impacts need to be compensated for? (Small
artificial pool with 2 wood frogs) What is ACOE definition of productive?
Jay Clement: Case by case call. General experience has been dealing with single digits
egg masses, no other important species – turtles; not dealing with clustered individual
pools, low productivity but together it links up there. Traditionally have not required
compensation for those low numbers. No definition of productivity.
3. Would it be an enhancement (and no need for compensation) if amphibians were directed
back to natural vernal pools by eliminating non-natural, non-significant, non-productive
vernal pools (such as skidder ruts)? (See VP #12)
Jay Clement: I did not work on Jackman – I’m not qualified to comment. It is certainly a
discussion that we can have to talk about productivity about vernal pools whether it needs
to be compensated. Judy Gates: It is relative to cluster, even on first glance it appears to
be less valuable vernal pool than others. Jay Clement: If Jackman’s vernal pool wetland
resources demonstrated to be a public safety issue, submit the application and make your
case.
4. Can MaineDOT replace a non-significant, non-natural vernal pool in-kind with another
non-significant, non-natural vernal pool as mitigation for impacts?
Laurie Rowe: We have an artificial pool that is productive that will be wiped out as part
of mitigation, can we create a new vernal pool to capture the loss function adjacent to
vernal pool that is lost? Can creation of vernal pool be element of mitigation planning?
Jay Clement: Yes. There are some out there that maybe would say no, but I have seen it
work personally. I think it can work in some cases. It may need more intensive

monitoring/planning/site searching to find the appropriate location. Vernal pool
productivity is dependent on many resources.
Mark Kern: We would want the vernal pool creation to be in a location that makes longterm sense, an area in the range of 100+ acres. 750′ equates to 40 acres. No isolated
parcels. Wende Mahoney: Do not have science to know, if we get lucky, if lucky create
artificial hydrology pool in area that already has existing natural pools replacing existing
productivity or adding to it.
5. What feedback from the regulated community did DEP receive when proposing changes
to the in-lieu fee guidance in July 2011? Does DEP realize that this change quadruples
the cost of impacts to critical terrestrial habitat?
Marybeth Richardson: Do not know if we got any or if it was solicited. We did not post
it as much as ACOE did on their web site. The fee structure was never posted. Not
suppose to change how it was done in the past, it was suppose to change the multiplier.
Designed what made two times more valuable than wetland habitat, it was to bring into
alignment – reduce vernal pool multiplier from 4 to 2, not get more expensive.
Additional of natural resource restoration cost, added to land value is surrounding land
value. Before July – we were looking at $800,000, now looking at $1.800,000.
A separate meeting to be scheduled to discuss.
6. Does the entire vernal pool depression need to be compensated for even if the fill area is
only a portion of a depression? Can compensation be creation of a vernal pool?
Already answered.
7. Does all unfragmented area within critical terrestrial habitat, if already over 25%, need to
be compensated for (or just the area of 25%)? (Example 2)
Jay Clement: 25% is the trigger whether you do or do not need mitigation. Text book
approach has clearing impacts proposed plus existing clearing impacts exceeding 25%,
mitigation could kick in average collectively appropriate based on pool productivity.
Laurie Rowe: VP #5 existing clearing, area upgrading more of area would not count. Jay
Clement: Cleared area impact counts toward 25%. 75% minimum amount of critical
fragmented forested habitat surrounding the pool to remain valuable, if compromising the
parallel 25% what basically say that pool is worth. You are required to compensate for
loss of value and usage. If clearing more than 25%, we must compensate for loss of the
whole pool. If you believe, no - despite presence of the road, there is sufficient habitat on
one side of the road those discussions can be had. Richard Bostwick: If cumulatively
our project plus existing road is 30%, is that existing road not assumed that there is
equilibrium? The pool has already adjusted to the road being there. Jay Clement: I’m
not convinced in this circumstance the road is not a barrier to the forest. Laurie Rowe:
Our project would only affect 10% of the forest that is there now. The existing road took
20% - are we looking at 30%. Vernal pool adversely affected is 10%. Jay Clement: You

add new impacts plus existing clearing – what does it come up with for a percentage. We
can sit down and have further discussions.
Mark Kern: Keep in mind 25% evolves from larger 750′ recommendation. First 100′
was intact. No more than 25% impact in remaining 750′ buffer. 30′ from the pool, it is
bigger factor to consider than 24% or 26%, common sense applies here as well.
Mike Mullen: The existing road is being widened. You are paying for the compensation
for the widened road. 25% is permitting cut off. You are going beyond. It needs full
permit looking at new impacts, which is what triggers the review – activity. What kind of
critters are in the pool? Directional questions?
David Gardner: I will put a matrix together for agencies to review.
Dean VanDusen: Per mitigation composition for Ellsworth. Compensation estimate
sheet – top section.
Old DEP guidance. Vernal pool compensation (under old way) comes in with an amount
of $800,000 for only direct wetland impacts. ACOE and EPA compensation at ½M
dollars. Add VP #12 changed hydrology at the site using same (old) calculating total
comes in slightly over $800,000.
Lower half – calculation using new guidance. Vernal pool new resource multiplier of 2,
add natural resource restoration costs to the land value for habitat buffer impacts totals
$1.8M. $1.8M is half of the project cost.
Wende Mahoney: Mitigate with Ellsworth. Do a site search along the project corridor
surrounding the project, specifically located a couple high value, significant vernal pools
with great preservation potential. ?: We did estimate on the cost $½M to buy 100+ acres
of land and Ellsworth said “do not do it – area to be zoned commercial”. That is no
longer a candidate option for mitigation. Route 1A end of the project is already industrial
park access road around that area – north and south of the alignment. Does city own the
property between the river and the connector road? Richard Bostwick: We looked there,
it is on a slope, few areas of old pools that have a moss substrate starting to fill in;
between 2 to 10 egg masses in the three areas we found. Wende Mahoney: Existing
bridge, dam, Graham Lake outlet?
Jay Clement: Reason thinking river side of things, if you assume fragmentation for some
pools – 3 on that side of the road; realistically critters on that side will not be going to the
other side any more, one assumes. They would have free use of the wetlands towards the
river from the road or if the city is planning to develop that side of the road, might there
be some certainty of protection offered by preservation of land towards the river. The
same could be said towards the power lines. Richard Bostwick: Suggesting preserving
VP #3, the lands east of the corridor. This aerial is from 2003. Jay Clement: It is still
forested habitat back in there.

Judy Gates: Back to the question about math. If calculations were correct – if change
made to decrease costs, it did not do that and had some unintended consequences. It may
be that it only affects people like us who did these linear projects but is fairly significant
trying to figure out if change was conscience decision to have this impact. Is there a way
for us to offset some of the impacts to the terrestrial habitats less than 25%. We are
trying to get a handle what mitigating has looking at costs. Understand feasibility of
constructing this project as currently funded. $2M in mitigation is a little choking. We
now need to look for additional funding before constructing the project.
Marybeth Richardson: On the face, it seemed the costs would go down. We took out
cost of land value and reduced resource multiplier. What doing here, figuring in resource
enhancement cost in the terrestrial part upland part of the habitat calculated before. Need
to look at that on this project and other projects.
Mike Mullen: I know what intent was, something happened. With other wetland stuff,
typically doing in-lieu fee affects wetland impacts – talking about wetland creation fee
associated with that vs. grass land value. Habitat vernal pools do not know why it is
more than land value. Wetland done elsewhere under ILF figured into individual cost.
We need to sit down in a room with calculators – sooner than later. Judy Gates: It got
messed up in the conversation – looked at pools mitigating for total loss. Didn’t seem to
be change in the project when looked what doing to maintain connectivity. Bottom
pools, putting some wildlife crossing on other side of the stream; does that lessen impacts
to the project? What species are we mitigating for in terms of resources?
Judy Gates: We will have a conversation on in-lieu fee guideline changes, the formula
ACOE and DEP – hopefully that will reduce this by $1M. Jay will get answer on the
other question that may offer some relief. Can crossings be part of mitigation?
Jay Clement: What would you use for crossings? Richard Bostwick: It would benerally
be 4′ or so diameter structure along with directional fencing funneling to it. Judy Gates:
Not sure 4′ is needed for amphibian but would be under the road crossings with funnel
fencing. Jay Clement: Action taken to minimize impacts. Wende Mahoney: Not give
fan of culverts. How long does the fence stay up? Judy Gates: If not valuable option, do
not want to spend the money doing this work. Wende Mahoney: Sees impacts. 25%, it
is not just 25% anywhere, you have road fragmenting its habitat.
Mike Mullen: DEP and ACOE will meet with Judy Gates and/or David Gardner on
mitigation in-lieu fee guidelines. We will have better direction with cost and assess any
mitigation necessary at that time. By then Dean VanDusen will be getting back to
agencies.
David Gardner: Jay, do you need an application before then. Jay Clement: That would
be preferred. Judy Gates: How would you like us to prefer to mitigation? Jay Clement:
Work in progress or indicate for preference at this early date for in-lieu fee program. I do
not need to put out a notice to get to question here. DO not really need application to

participate in this meeting. If individual permit I would want it to be a public meeting;
expectation remains that this can go GP.

